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BUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection of activities conducted under
NRC License No. 45-18332-01 included a review of.the organization
and administration of the licensed program, radiation safety
training, personnel radiation - protection, radioactive material
handling procedures, radioactive waste storage and disposal and
radiopharmaceutical dose adm101stration procedures.

Results:

Several weaknesses were identified in the radiation safety program.
Particular concerns included the transfer of licensed material to
an unauthorized recipient, failure to establish and implement
adequate procedures for the transfer of licensed material, failure
to perform linearity and accuracy test on a dose calibrator after
installation and prior to use and failure to check the dose
calibrator for constancy each day before use.
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Within the areas inspected, the following apparent violations were;
identified:

Failure of the licensee through the radiation safety: officer (RSO)
, to establish and_ implement procedures for transferring .or disposing' -

of licensed material. .(Section 3).

Failure to ensure that ' byproduct:- material- was transferred to ' k

authorized persons. (Section 3)
Failure to test the dose calibrator for-accuracy and-linearity_ upon
installation-and prior'to use. (Section' 4);--

Failure to check the dose calibrator for constancy:each| day before
use. (Section 4). ,

Failure to conduct area. radiation. surveys-at the<end of each-day,
when radioactive materials-are used. -(Section'5)
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REPORT DETAILS- = l

:

1. . Persons Contacted

-Licensee Employees-

-Patrick K. Burke, M.D., Radiation. Safety. Officer and- - l

Chairman, Radiation Safety Committee' ;,

* Ann Honeycutt, Assistant; Administrator
j David Horton, Staff Nuclear Medicine Technologist _

Robin Phillips',_ Staff Nuclear Medicine Technologist
*Sherman P1111s, Director _of Radiology: |
Rebecca Stevens, Staff Nuclear Medicino Technologist*

t

* Attended exit interview-

..

; ;

2. Program Scope and" Licensee Organization'
|.

The - licensee is authorized' to possess E and : use radioactiv_e-4

. material for diagnostic and therapeutic; nuclear. medicine,10-a

vitro studies and sealed sources for-diagnostic purposes.

The nuclear medicine' program performs _-.- an average - of '; five '
j. diagnostic procedures per1 day. .' This -LincludesL cn Laverage. of

three procedures per- week utilizing _ xenon-133. (Xe-133), - The
licensee-. performs'an. average ofLfour diagnostic bone' density'

tests per week using a; sealed-one: curie ~ Gadolinium-153-
(Gd-153) source, five Iodine-1311 (I-131) therapeutic
procedures in capsule form per year,; and _ five Ldiagnostic' bone
-tissue tests per month'using a-Lixiscope devicetwhich '

. contained a sealed 500'millicurie: Iodine-125J(I-125)fsource.
The licensee currently has 11-! authorized = users:listedeon the
license, with:two using material at the: hospital on a: regular
basis.;

I The RSO . is -' the primary ' user , for 0 nucleari medicine . at . the i

hospital. He is alsoL thel Medical ~ Director ~ of the Nuclear,

Medicine Department and - Chairman ' of1 theS Radiation Safety-*

L Committee - (RSC) . The licensee: utilizes-- the services of ' a .i
~-

-

, health physics consultant firm that performs quarterly audits-

* and instrumentation' tests. The-RSO reviews the results of the
tasks performed by the consultant.*

Review of the RSC minutes indicated that the-committee meets*

- at the required quarterly frequency. The RSC minutes included
~

reviews of routine radiation safety business such as radiation-
: dosimetry reports, review and discussion' of new -nuclear
| medicine-instrumentation use and application, equipment needs,
L and actions taken-to correct-deficiencies' identified during.

~the consultants quarterly program audits.4-
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; During the review of the RSC minutes, .the inspector noted that
| the SSC minutes from December 17,.:1990,. discussed the theft of

| a Lixircope device from the hospital. 'A police investigation
| was conducted that included interviews with the hospital staff

about the theft of the device. After. discussing the results
of tho' police investigation and report,-the RSC-accepted the-
results of the polico investigation ~and : took no further
action.

3. Transfer of Radioactive Material
| ..

-

Through discussions with licensee ' representatives and reviews-
of records, the ' inspector determined that on Saturday,
September 29, 1990, an individual identifying himself as--an
employee of the -' . nuclear. pharmacy used= by .the- licensee
epproached a contract x-ray technologist who was working the
weekend and indicated that he was'there to pick up the
Lixiscope' device. The individual also stated that the
director of radiology knew he was coming by to' pick up the
Lixiscope. The technologist then retrieved the device and-
gave it to the individual.

-P

On October 1, 1990, the directorLof radiology-looked at the
Lixiscope logbook and= noticed that.the device had not been
logged back in.: .After further . review, ;the director of

i radiology found out that an-authorizediuser had failed to make -
a log entry when he returne6 the device 'on Geptember 29, 1990a
However, upon further review, .the director of radiology noted
that the Lixiscopo device was_not in.its place ~of storage.

I After discussions with the ' contract' - technologist ~ and . the
; nuclear pharmacy, the licensee concluded that~the device had
! been stolen. The licencee then notified the NRC Region II7Office and the Richmond Police Department of|the theft.

10 CFR ' 30.41(a) states 'that no licensee shall transfer
byproduct material except as authorized pursuant to '

10 0FR 30.41(b).. The transfer to tho --individual was not.

authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 30.41(b). The transfer of the
Lixiscope device to an unauthorized recipient was identified
as an apparent violation of-10-CFR 30.41(a)'.

10 CFR 3b.21(a) requires that the licensee, through the RSO,
ensure that radiation safety activities are being--performed in
accordance with . approved -procedures and regulatory
requirements in the daily operation of the-' licensee's
byproduct material programi 10 CFR, 3 5. 21(b) (2) (ix) requiros
that the RSO establish, . collect'in one binder or: file; and
implement written - policy . and procedur.ss for' disposing of
byproduct ma teria.L . The failure to ensure that procedures
were established and implemented- for- the transfer !of|

l radioactive material was identified as an' apparent' violation
of 10 CPR 35.21.

|
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4. Dose Calibrator-Test j
Through-discussions with the licensee and re"lew~of records- -!

the inspector determined that the licensee incalled and put
into use a new dose calibrator on May 1, 1990, to measure
doses administered to patients. A caometric depen - -" test I

yo -

was performed. by a consultant on thel day; of insM i stion.--

However, the licensee did not-perform a linearity and accuracy
test until MayL21, 1990 and June 19,.-1990, respectively. .:

10 CFR 35.50(b) (2)| and- (3) require medical licensees-to test
each dose calibrator for- accuracy _and linearity upon--
installation. Failure of the licensee to conduct accuracy-and '
linearity tests on the dose calibrator upon 1.nstallation and.-
prior to using the calibrator to measure doses administered to
patients was identified as an apparent violation of-
10 CFR 35.50(b) (2)_ and-(3)._

The inspector : reviewed the records of do' e calibrators
constancy tests performed- between November 2, 1988 -andJanuary 11, 1991,'and discussed the: records'with the nuclear-

-

-

medicine staff. Those reviews and discussions-indicated that-

on 26 ' occasions, dose calibrator constancy tests were not
-

conducted when patient studies using radiopharmaceuticals were
performed on weekends.

10 CFR 35.50(b) (1) requires medical licensees to check each I
dose calibrator for constancy with a dedicated check source. atthe beginning of each day of use. Failure of the;1icensee-to
test the dose calibrator for constancy'before use on those
26 occasions-between November 2, 1988 and January-11, 1991,
was identified as an. apparent violation of 10 CFR 35.50(b)(1) .

5. Area Radiation Level and Contamination--Surveys

The inspector reviewed the records of area radiation and
removable contamination surveys. perfort ed between

-

November 2 ,- 1988 and January 11, 1991, and discussed the
records with the nuclear' medicine stuff. Those reviews anddiscussions indicated that o'n : 31 - o;casions, area radiation
surveys were not being perfcrmed when radiopharmaceuticals
were being administered on the wee / ends.

10 CFR 35.70(a) requires medical licensees to survey _with a-
radiation detection survey instrument at the end'of each day-

~

-of use all areas where radiopharmaceuticals are routinely
prepared for use:or administered. . Failure of the licensee to
conduct surveys of radiopharmaceutical administration areas at
the end of- each day of use was identified as an apparent
violation of 10 CFR 35.70(a).
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6. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized in an exit
interview with the individuals indicated in Section 1. The
inspector reviewed the program areas inspected and discussed
|q detail the inspection findings listed below. The.NRC'senforcement policy was reviewed' with the licensee's
representatives. The licences acknowledges the NRC concerns
and provided no dissenting comments relative to the apparent-
violations.

DdSCRIPTION AND_ REFERENCE
_i

i

VIOLATION - Failure to ensure that byproduct material was.
itransferred to authorized persons. (Section 3)

VIOLATION - Failure of the: licensee, through the RSO, to
establish and implement procedures for
transferring or dispcsing of liceny-d. material.
(Section 3)

VIOLATION - Failure to- test the dose calibrator for accuracy
and linearity upon installation and prior to use.
(Section 4).

VIOLATION - Failure to check the dose calibrator for constancy
each day before use. (Section 4)

VIOLATION - Failure to .. duct area radiation surveys at the i

end of each day when radioactive materials-are
used. (Section 5)
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